
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES BODY SHOP

For this task I am required to identify my chosen organisations objectives and aims. My chosen organisation is The Body
Shop, its objectives and aims are.

Anita's greater motive to open The Body shop was to show customers how cosmetic products are only used for
cleansing, protection and polishing. We will not test ingredients or products on animals, nor will we
commission others to do so on our behalf. Is Anita Gone? As many of the aims and purposes are met The
Body Shop is still taking to prolong its purposes by transporting on what it has been making for old ages and
puting an illustration to other concerns. The Body Shop story, however, is not just of a highly successful
market-oriented manufacturer and retailer of toiletries and cosmetics. As many of the objectives and aims are
met The Body Shop is still aiming to sustain its aims by carrying on what it has been doing for years and
setting an example to other businesses. The Body Shop aims to maintain protecting peoples rights. In , Anita
Roddick opened the first The Body Shop in Brighton, selling 25 naturally-based skin and hair care products.
We will support long term sustainable relationships with communities in need. The Body Shop aims to protect
more and more people over the universe. We will promote animal protection throughout our business
activities. The unique selling point for my business will be that my products will have different flavours and
colourful packaging and eye catching packaging which will grab my customer's attention. MarketingAnother
key component of the value chain of the Body Shop was sales promotion through selected media, which is not
in the Corporate Social Responsibility and the example of The Body Shop - Glasgow University - Essay
words - 6 pages pressure combining social, environmental and political issues Huczynski and Buchanan,  The
Body Shop. It is a statement of purpose, e. This is an aim that is for the good of society rather than a
commercial one. Also The Body Shop cleverly produced a table to show if they have met their aims and
objective or if they are still in progress, they tick off accordingly. There are many more aims of businesses but
they are not relevant as The Body Shops aims differ from normal businesses. Tesco is on the market to spread
out and do net incomes. The Body Shop International Plc now has over 1, stores in 47 countries selling over
different products. Below is the tabular array and as you can see it was started in and finished in  For case.
Their store growth has diminished since the mids, and by the company's profit was shrinking, and sales were
not growing proportionally to the rapid expansion of stores. In the case of the house the aims needed to be met
are; to make people feel comfortable and enjoy themselves, to make people want to come back and bring more
people with them which leads me to the last aim of making a profit by up keeping and maintaining the house
hold. We will use our purchasing power to stop suppliers animal testing. The Body Shops aims and objectives
differ to other major stores such as Tesco's or Boots, its objectives are ethically and socially responsible,
whereas, Tesco is on the market to expand and make profits. Business aims are the declared. Though the social
and environment issues are conveyed effectively but the equally important sales volume and marketing tactics
fail in reaching the expected objectives these years. This is where a major controversy can develop. Most
importantly, their political aims and theory on historical change provide a chronicle on how historical stages,
class struggle and the monumental events of the mid-nineteenth century were Social Corporate Responsibility
of Body Shop words - 5 pages In this article we can see that The Body Shop is an organization with Social
Corporate Responsibility concept. To meaningfully contribute to local, national and international communities
in which we trade, by adopting a code of conduct which ensures care, honesty, fairness and respect. The Body
Shop aims 'to dedicate our business to the pursuit of social and environmental change'.


